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ortsman's Guide to Handling, Smoking, 

nd Preserving Great Lakes Coho Salmon 

By 

SHEARON DUDLEY, Biologist, 
J. T. GRAIKOSKI, Research Microbiologist, 

H. L. SEAGRAN, Laboratory Director, 
and 

PAUL M. EARL, Visual Information Specialist 

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Technological Laboratory 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 

ABSTRACT 

Since the introduction of coho salmon in Lake Michigan 
in 1966, little information on the proper care and use of the 
Great Lakes variety of this fish has been made available 
to the sportsman. This pamphlet gives guidelines for clean
ing, butchering, cooking, or storing coho. Emphasis is placed 
on smoking procedures-one of the more popular ways of 
preparing coho. The use of these guidelines will help the 
sportsman prepare satisfactory products. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1966, the Michigan Department of Natural Resources 
troduced coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) to Lake Michigan 
~ody, 1968). Subsequently, other states have also planted coho 
establish the Pacific salmon more widely in the Great Lakes. 
The introduction of coho salmon to the Great Lakes has brought 

thrust of new life and activities to these shores and tributaries. 
n.e fish grows fast and averages about 10 pounds at maturity, 
hich it reaches about 1% years after entering the Lake as a 
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smolt. The coho is considered a prize fish and, Lecause of it: 
overall sporting and food characteristics, has many possibilitie: 
for use. 

Because sports fishermen and the general puhlic have a grea 
interest in using the Great Lakes coho, guidelines are needel 
for handling, preserving, and effectively using these fish. Thi 
circular provides such guidelines for the sportsman so he Cal 

have a high-quality })l'oduct. We emphasize particularly th 
smoking process-one })ossihle method of using Creat Luke 
salmon effectively. ,"Ve also include methods of preparing the fis 
for normal table use and for frozen storage for later u. e. 

We first briefly consider .ome general guidelines anr! the 
with these guidelines as a basis, consider some. pecific guid 
lines for handling coho. 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 

To presen'e the high quality ancl value of coho after captur 
you need to recognize that your initial handling practice wi 
have a significant and la ting effect. After coho die, spoila 
bacteria multiply rapidly and cause a breakdown and deterior 
tion of the flesh. Low temperature slows this process. Ther 
fore, keep the temperature of your coho a Iowa you rea onabl 
can-that is. neal' 32 ° F., the temperature of melting ice
all stages in their preparation for the table. 

The proper care of coho must start the moment you captur 
them. The unbroken flesh of the fresh coho is e entially teril 
so any change of quality that sub equently take place is due t 
improper handling practice. As soon as you take coho fro 
the water, place them in containers and pack flaked or cru he 
ice firmly around them (fig. 1). If ice is not available, you ca 
use a substitute such as Gel-ice' for a hort period. Such product 
are temporary substitutes for ice and are a\'ailable at variet 
stores. 

If you keel) your coho in a refrigerator that does not go do'" 
to 32° F., you still can attain this temperature by packing yo 
coho in ice. 

Before turning to the specific guidelines, let us reemphasiz 
the extreme importance of keeping your coho cold-that i , nea 

1 Trade names referred to in this publication do not imply endorsement of commercial product. 
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Figure I.-Pack ice firmly around the coho. 

J F.-and of consuming them promptly. In general, the lower 
~ tem~)el'ature without freezing up to the time you cook them 
d the more promptly you eat them after capture, the better 
~y taste. 

SPECIFIC GUIDELINES 
In this section, we consider 'washing the coho and removing 
slime, removing the parts that will be discarded (such as 

~ guts), and preparing various coho products. 
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2.-Slit along the belly wall to open the coho. 

Figure 3.-Cut away the vent opening. 



Figure 4.-Slit the membrane covering the backbone and scrape out the 

Figure 5.-Remove the gills. 



Figure 6.-Fish after evisceration and chlorine wash. 

6. If you do not plan to freeze or use the coho immediately, 
pack crushed or flaked ice in the cavity as well as around 
the outside (fig. 7). 

7. If you desire, trim excess fatty tissue f rom the back, sides, 
and belly wall. By so doing, you produce a better product 
if undesirable flavors or environmental contaminants have 
accumulated in the deposits of f at. The fish may also be 
skinned for the same purpose. These procedures are de
scribed under "Filleting and Skinning." 

PREPARING COHO PRODUCTS FOR USE 

The products considered here are fresh, smoked, or frozen. 

resh Coho 
In this section, we consider methods for preparing steaks 

nd fillets and ways of cooking and serving them. 
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Figure 7.-Fill the belly cavity with ice, and pack it firmly around the 
as well. 

Preparing steaks and fillets. 

Steaking.-Large fish, such as coho, are usually steake 
Steaks are excellent for broiling, frying, smoking, or cannin~ 

The following steps are suggested for steaking coho: 

1. Cut off the head of the eviscerated coho by making 
straight, even cut just below the gill opening (fig. 8 

3 Suggested canning procedures may be found in Fish and Wildlife Service Conservation Bulle 
28 (Jarvis and Puncochar, 1957), available from Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Division of P 
lications, 1801 N. Moore St., Arlington, Va. 22207. 
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Figure 8.-Remove the head with an even cut. 

2. Trim away all fins, making smooth cuts. Trim the belly 
flap of excess fatty tissue and uneven edges. 

3. Cut the coho into uniform steaks about 1112 inches thick 
(fig. 9). For pan frying, the steaks may be about % 
inch thick. 

Filleting and skinning.-Fillets make ideal portions for 
'ling, frying, baking, or smoking. To do a good filleting job, 

is particularly important to use a large, very sharp knife. 
roceed as follows: 

1. Cut off the head of the eviscerated coho as described 
under "Steaking" (fig. 8). 

2. Cut along the skeleton down the back of the coho from 
the head to the tail (fig. lOA). Hold the sharp cutting 
edge of the knife firmly against the backbone as the 
knife passes along, leaving the dorsal fin and a very 
narrow strip of skin adhering to the bone. The flesh 
will be cut free as the knife follows the contour of the 
bone structure (fig. lOB). 
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Figure 9.-Cut steaks 1112 inches thick. 

3. Remove the bone from the opposite side in one contin
uous motion with the knife along the side of the back
bone (fig. 10C). 

4. Carefully cut any remaining rib bones away from both 
fillets (fig. 10D) and finally trim off all uneven edges 
(fig. 10E). 

5. If you desire, you may remove the skin from the fillet. 
To do this, place the fillet (skin side down) on a level 
cutting surface. Enter the edge of the knife between 
the skin and flesh at the tail end, and slide the knife 
toward the head end. The knife should be held firmly, 
and the cutting edge should be tilted slightly away 
from the flesh and toward the skin (fig. 10F). 

As was previously mentioned, you may want to trim 
excess fatty tissue from the fish. After removing the 
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Figure 10A.-Filleting a coho. 

Figure 10B.-Follow the bone structure. 



Figure lOC.-Remove the bone from the opposite sid~. 

Figure lOD.-Cut any remaining rib bones away from the fillets. 
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Figure 10E.-Trim the edges. 
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The appendix supplies recipes for cooking coho. Other recipes 
are available through the U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash
ington, D.C! 

Smoked Coho 
The method of smoking described in the following section has 

proved satisfactory for Great Lakes coho. This procedure may 
pe followed for the preparation of a table-ready, smoked product 
[ntended solely for immediate personal use: 

The various steps in smoking and the subjects considered 
here are: (a) brining, (b) coloring, (c) drying (removing ex
cess moisture), ( d) smoking, and (e) serving or storing. 

• "How to Cook Solmon" is ovailable from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washingtan, D.C. 20402. Price per copy is 20ft. 

6 Coho smoked for commercial dis1ribution must be processed in accordance with applicable 
State and Federal regulations (Bra1zler and Robinson, 1967) . 

Figure lOH.-Skinning the coho without filleting. 



Brining.-Start with either fresh or frozen coho. 

If you start with fresh coho, properly clean, butcher, and trim 
them as was described earlier. Weigh the fish to determine the 
amount of brine (salt) to use, and place them in a container for 
brining. 

If you start with frozen coho, thaw them in your refrigerator 
before brining them. Alternatively, you can hasten the rate of 
thawing by placing the coho in running, cool tap water. Do not 
thaw the coho with warm water, because this method will cause 
the flesh to become mushy and to lose its natural juices. 

Clean and sanitize the equipment used in the preparation of 
the brine by scrubbing it in hot soapy water and rinsing it with 
chlorinated water. Although salt is an excellent preservative, 
you must use good sanitary practices (Dougherty and Seagran, 
1967) while preparing and using the brine, to keep it fully 
effective. 

Because brining steaks and fillets differs somewhat from the 
brining of whole coho, we shall consider each kind of brining 
separately. 

Brining steaks and fillets.-Portions such as fillets and 
steaks brined in a 30° salometer salt solution for 16 hours have 
an acceptable flavor. To prepare such a solution (fig. 11), use 
the following procedure: 6 

1. Add salt to clean, potable water in the ratio of 1 cup of 
salt to 1 gallon of water, and mix the salt until all of 
the salt is dissolved. If a salometer is available, use it 
to check the strength of the brine. The salometer 
should read about 30°. If the strength is greater than 
you desire, add water; if it is less, add salt. If a sa
lometer is not available, a large, fresh egg may be used 
to indicate the concentration of salt in the brine solu
tion. In a 30° brine solution, the fresh egg should float 
with about one-half inch of its surface above the brine. 

2. Place the coho in the cool brine solution in the ratio 
of 1 pound of coho to 2 pounds of brine, and allow the 
coho and brine to stand in a cool place for 16 hours. 

6 Further information on brining may be obtained from Research Report 24, July 1966, College 
of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 (Weckel and Wosie, 1966). 
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Figure 11.-Brining equipment. 

Gently agitate the brine occasionally to distribute the 
salt evenly throughout the flesh of the coho. 

3. Remove the coho from the brine and rinse them in cool, 
clean water. Allow them to drain a few minutes before 
placing them in a smokehouse: 

Brining whole coho.-For best results, brine whole, eviscer
ated coho in a 25 0 salometer brine solution for 48 to 72 hours. 
To prepare such a solution, use the following procedure: 

1. Add five-sixths of a cup of salt to 1 gallon of water 
and mix well. 

7 Information on the construction of a smokehouse for home use may be obtained from "Smoke· 
houses and the Smoke Curing of Fish," by 1010 I. Berg, Washington State Deportment of Fisheries, 
Olympio, Washington 98501. Price is SOC. 
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2. Follow the same procedure given for steaks ancl fillets, 
increasing the brining time to 18 to 72 hours. 

You can measure the concentration of salt in the 
flesh of the coho in several \vays. The more (Lccurate 
of these ways, however, requires laboratory facilities. 
One satisfactory test you can make in thf' h()me up<' 

a simple indicator device ((;reig and Seagran, ] 96::;). 
This indicator is self-acting and is uscd for quality-con
trol purposes in the IJrCparation of other food products, 
Each kit contains simple instructions on how to perform 
the test. 

Coloring.-If you wish, you can use fooel coloring to intensifJ 
the natural pink color of the coho. Be sure to use a food fly 
approvecl by the Fooel and Drug Admini. tration. The coloring 
does not penetrate de]>ly into the fie-h. Rather, it accentuate 
the color of the outer surface, producing a richer appearance. 
Various red, yellow, and orange dy s, when properly mixed, ca 
produce "salmon" colo!'s that are plea.'ing. The follo\\'ing ar 
suggested guidelines fOl' ]lreparing the coloring olution: 

1. At the start, use about 1 tablespoon of dye· to ·1 gallon 
of "'ater. Alter this ratio to . uit your individual prefer 
ence as to the amount of color you like. 

:2. Dissoh'e the dye in a small quantity of water; 
solution through chee.~ecloth before adding it to the tota 
volume of solution being preparecl. 

3 After the coho hm'e been brined, dip them in the colorin 
solution and allow them to drain on rack a few minute 
before placing them in a smokehouse. The coho absorl 
the coloring rapidly, so dip them quickly. 

Drying (removal of excess moisture).-Before the coho ar 
smoked, dry them briefly on racks. This drying tep remo\'e 
moisture from the surface and form a pellicle or " kin" on i 
The pellicle is important becau e it helps seal in the natural juice 
and flavors of the flesh and forms a smooth, attractive surfac 
upon which the smoke will deposit e\'enly. If the coho are smoke 

8 Quantab type #1176, Ames Compony, Elkhart, Indiana. 
• Such as Reddish Orange Shade #D, Stang Company, Chicaga, Illinois. 
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)efore a suitable pellicle is formed, the flesh will erupt, resulting 
n pools of unattractive, white curd (Fig. 12). A well-formed 
)ellicle gives a glossy sheen to the coho, and it is dry and smooth 
:0 the touch. Accordingly, examine the "skin" by feeling it to 
letermine the adequacy of the pellicle before attempting to smoke 
he coho. 

The drying time will vary, depending on the method you use. 
:>lace racks of coho in an area where a steady current of clean, 
[001 air flows over the surface of the coho. An ideal system is a 
'lcooler" with a built-in blower system circulating refrigerated 
ir. You can effectively use a common fan, however, or a series 
ff fans in hastening the formation of the desired pellicle (fig. 13). 
'f you dry the coho inside the smokehouse, you do not need to 
ransfer them to other racks. 

Figure 12.-Note the two distorted steaks on the right as compared with 
those on the left. This distortion is due to a lack of an adequate pellicle. 
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Fig-un' 11.-Predrying by use of a fan. 

Smoking.-The rack' u:erl in . moking houlrl be well grea e 
with cookmg oil or ~h()llld be pretreatec! with a relea e agent ucl 
as Teflon to prevent the cohn from. ticking to them. (To '} ra) 
the rack with Teflon, follow the direction,' printed on the can.) 

The method of .~moking differ.- .:omewhat depending upo 
whether you are moking piece-, nch a' 'teak- or fillet.., or \\"hol 
fi h. 

Smoking piece .-De cribed here are (a) the ~tep in ar
ranging the fish in the smokehou e, (b) the drying and cookin 
cycle in the smoKehou e, and (c) the cooling of the piece afte 
they are smoked. 
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Handling the pieces 'tn the smokehouse.-Handle the 
pieces of coho as follows: 

1. Arrange the pieces on racks in the smokehouse in 
such a way that they will not drip onto each other. 

2. To obtain consistent results, probe the coho with a 
thermometer and check their internal temperature 
during heat processing (fig. 14). 

The thermometer should be inserted into the 
thickest part of the flesh and fixed in position in such 
a way that the seat-sensitive portion of the ther
mometer is completely imbedded in the flesh. Use a 
thermometer especially designed for cooking (a dial 
type is suitable). 

Figure 14.-Checking fish portions for internal temperature. 
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Drying and cooking in the smokehoZlse.-First, adjust 
the heat input in the smokehouse so that the internal temperature 
of the pieces of coho will not exceed 85° F. Hold this temperature 
for 11;2 hours. At the same time, introduce smoke from smolder
ing hardwood sawdust. Do not use sawdust from a resinous soft
wood, such as a pine, because it may give an undesirable flavor 
to the pieces. After you have smoked the pieces for 2 hours at 
this temperature, they should be a glossy bro·wn. Gradually raise 
the internal temperature of the pieces to the desired level, depend
ing upon (1) your taste preference, (2) the type of end-product 
you want, and (3) the subsequent method of processing or storage 
(for example, canning or freezing) you plan to use. You may 
discontinue the smoke during this final heating period, because 
the heat "vill bring out the coloring from the smoke already de
posited on the pieces. You can complete the entire procedure 
for hot-smoking the pieces within 3% to 4 hours after you have 
finished the initial curing cycle. 'o 

Cooling the pieces after smoking.-After completing the 
smoking process, allow the pieces of coho to cool for a short time 
while they are in the smokehouse. Then promptly chill them 
in a refrigerator. You can temporarily store the finished produc 
in the refrigerator at 32° to 38° F. (preferable 32°); but fOli 
longer storage, freeze them to prevent the growth of mold an 
other microorganisms that would make the product unfit to eat. 
Remember that smoking does not preserve fish, so keep the smoked 
coho cold in the same way that you would unsmoked coho. 

Smoking whole coho.-After you have properly dried the 
coho, place them on a well-greased rack with one side up. Prop 
open the belly cavity with wooden pegs to allow heat and smok 
to penetrate the coho evenly. Insert a thermometer in the loin 
(the thickest portion of the fish) to check the processing temper
ature. Initially, the internal flesh temperature of the fish shoul 
not exceed 90° F. Hold the coho at this temperature for abou1 
2 hours. Introduce smoke at the beginning of the operation an 
continue for 4 hours. After 2 hours of smoking time, raise the 
internal temperature rapidly to 130° F., and hold it at this leve 
for one-half hour. Continue to raise the temperature graduall 

10 More information on "hot-smoking" can be obtoined from Fishery Leaflet 18, by Jarvis (1945) 
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until the coho reach the desired internal temperature. After 
you have smoked the coho, cool them and handle them as was 
described earlier. 

Serving or storing.-As was suggested earlier, allow the coho 
to cool in the smokehouse before moving them to a refrigerator 
(32°_38 ° F., preferably 32°). After you have cooled the coho 
at least 3 hours in the refrigerator, you may prepare them for 
torage. 

To eliminate the problem of storage, smoke only the quantity 
f coho that will be consumed in a short time. If, for some reason, 

you need to store the smoked coho in excess of 3 days, freeze it. 
For shorter periods of storage, keep the product under refriger-
tion (below 38° and near 32° F., if possible). As we have seen, 

smoked fish are highly perishable. Therefore, use extreme care 
o prevent the freshly processed coho from becoming contam

inated with bacteria and other undesirable microorganisms. 
For the ultimate in flavor and wholesomeness, consume the 

who immediately after you smoke them. If you cannot consume 
hem at once and you wish to keep them longer than 3 days, 
freeze them. 

-rozen Coho 

As was previously mentioned, you should leave the heads on 
who that are to be frozen whole. The reason is to minimize the 
mount of flesh exposed to air. 

For best results, quick-freeze the coho (for example, in a 
ommercial plate freezer or in a blast freezer). However, if you 
nly have access to a small home freezer, it is best to 3teak or 
,!let the fish before freezing to increase the contact surface area. 
rhus, lay the flat surface of the portion on the coldest, flat surface 
f the freezer. To minimize the increased effects of flesh ex
osure to air, the use of moisture-vapor-proof films for packaging 
s particularly important, as described in a following paragraph. 
hen coat them with an ice glaze before packaging them and 
lacing them in storage. 

Glazing significantly retards rancidity (caused by oxidation) 
nd freezer-burn (caused by dehydration). Apply the ice glaze 
y quickly submerging the prefrozen coho in a container of chilled 
ater (figs. 15A, 15B). Drain off the excess water and return 
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Figure 15A.-Dip the frozen coho in cold water to glaze. 

the coho to the freezer. If you want a thick glaze, repeat th 
operation several times. This glazing treatment can be applie 
either to the relatively large, eviscerated fish or to the prefroze 
steaks or fillets. 

To protect the glazed coho or any prepared portions additio 
ally, you may wrap each of them in Saran-wrap or similar typ 
of moisture-vapor-proof film (Heerdt, Bucher, and Stansby, 1949) 
or you may place each one in a plastic bag before returning it t 
the storage freezer. 
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Figure 15B.-Fish before glaze (left) and after glaze (right). 
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APPENDIX: Recipes for coho salmon 

--~ 
COHO SALMON ~ __ 

HEARTY COHO SALMON 
2 pounds coho salmon steaks or other 

fish steaks, fresh or frozen 
~ cup thinly sliced onion 
1 ~ cups chopped fresh mushrooms * 
A cup chopped tomato 
t cup chopped green pepper 
t cup chopped parsley 

3 tablespoons chopped pimiento 
~ cup dry white wine 
2 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 teaspoon sa It 
t teaspoon dill weed 
~ teaspoon pepper 
Lemon wedges 

Thaw frozen steaks. Cut into serving- size portions. Arrange onion in bottom of 
a greased baking dish, 12 by 8 by 2 inches. Place fish on top of onion. Combine 
remaining vegetables and spread over top of fish. Combine wine, lemon juice, 
and seasonings. Pour over vegetables. Bake in a moderate oven, 350 0 F., for 
25 to 30 minutes or until fish flakes easily when tested with a fork. Serve with 
lemon wedges . Serves 6. 
*Canned mushrooms may be substituted for fresh mushrooms. Draln canned 
mushrooms. 

-Source : U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. 

--~ 

-, 
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-.J 
COHO SALMO '--

BAKED COHO SALMONWiiHSoURCREAM STUFFING ---, 
3 or 4 pounds dressed coho salmon or Sour cream stuffing I 

other dressed fish, fresh or frozen 2 tablespoons melted fat or oil 
I! teaspoons salt 

Thaw frozen fish. Clean, wash, and dry fish. Sprinkle inside with salt. Place 
fish on a well-greased bake and serve platter. Stuff fish loosely. Bru,;h fish 
with fat. Bake in a moderate oven, 3500 F., for 45 to 60 minutes or uncil fish 
flakes easily when tested with a fork. Baste occasionally with fat. Serves 6. 

SOUR CREAM STUFFING 
~ cup chopped celery 
! cup chopped onion 
t cup melted fat or oil 
1 quart toasted bread cubes* 

.~ cup sour cream 
J cup diced peeled lemon 
2 tablespoons grated lemon rind 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon paprika 

Cook celery and onion in fat until tender. Combine all ingredients and mix thor
oughly. Makes approximately 1 quart stuffing. 
*Commercial herb seasoned croutons may be substituted for bread cubes. 
-Source : U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries . 

- ----------
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--- --- --- ---- --- --- ---
OVEN-FRIED COHO SALMON STEAKS 
2 pounns coho "almnn I I~ or ,,\h~r I,~ , I" rh· " on d 

Iish sleak , fn' h or b'ozen 
1 cup "alan oil 
:! tablespoons lemnn JUIC! 
1 clan' !prltl', p~'ded nncl '1u3rt~'red d 

Th:l\\ frozen st,'ak8. (ul into 8 rvlng- Izp. portion tn' pI (' In kIn 
dish. Combine oil, l('mon JUIC', Ind gurHt. flour 8IUC(' ev . I' fI 
for 3u minule~, turnlngonCl'. Hl'mov, !Ish, re enlng SIUCt:! for ro tlng. 
'tuffing, cheese, p-.r 1.>\, nd g rile . 11011 fish In c.rumb ml luI' . 
\\ell-gre3 cd haklng ran, 15 b\' 11) \)\ 1 In h. Drizzle 2 ,,\ I' 
fish. Bakt 10 no I'xtr('melv hf)\ oven, 50 of., for]5 
fJakt,s l "" l\ \\ hen t(' I I Ilh fork, 1"\ 9 t. 

COOKING SUGGESTIONS 
The [ul 
minimize 
pan. Thl 
good for s 
-.oure!'· 

or I I 

BAKED COHO SALMON SURPRISE 
~ pounds cohO n,mon fillets I' 

fish fillets, fresh or frozen 
~ cup thick French dre'slng 
2 table poon' Itmon juice 

I' 

This m thod 

' II -I 

alt 
ounc 1 Fr ncb fried 

lIy 

Tha\\ frozen ftllet.. Cut InIO sen ing Ize portions. Flae fhb In ballo,," 
baking dL·h. Combine dr ., lng, lemon Jule ,and alt. Pour sauce en 1'1' ftsb and 
let st.'1nd for 30 minutes, turning once. Remo\ I' fi h from sauce and place In 
well-greased baking dL'h, L b\ by _ Inche . eru. h onloll!. ,\dd ch e. and 
ML" thorough I} .• pr nkle oOlon mixture 0\ r Cl'h. Bake in a moderate 0'0 en, 
3500F., for 25 10 30 mmutes or until fbh flakes ea,'II} ",hen Ie 'ted ",Ith a fork. 

BAKING TIP 
The mosl IIT'!- rlant princIple to remember In fish cooke!") I nol 10 \ 'ERCOOK. 
Fish should be cooked onl} until it flake' easily when te 'ted '" Ith fork. 

Remember -- lengtb of cooking time \\ ill depend on lhickne . s of the fl 'h, 

-Source' C. S . partment of the Interior, Bureau of ommerc!al Fisherie ' , 
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